
Results from 

41 

submissions

1 = Yes, No = 0, Not Bothered = 0

1a Multi Tower Play equipment for older children.  Includes slide, tower and platform 51%

1b Background extension for the basketball hoop, made of metal to stop balls going over the fence into the ditch 41%

1c Small area of concrete just in front of the basketball hoop 22%

1d Rope obstacle incorporating the small hills in the younger part of the Childrens play area 34%

Ie Spend some of the money on refurbishment work necessary for the Village Hall 63%

2 half an allotment plot to be used for  car park 49%

3 any other options see below

4 allotment meeting - interested 10%
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1 Bins

2 Noticeboards and Dog Bins

3 Speeding Equipment

5 Speed Signs, Village Hall, Village Signs

6 Village Hall

7 Village Hall Car Park and dog Bins

9
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17 Measures to reduce both the volume and speed of vehicles using Gilligham Dam

20 see attached

22 good choices

26

28 Speeding signs

31

35

37

38

39

40 Car parking to get parked cars off The Street

Great idea for park improvements! Is there an opportunity to add a cycle track/path at the park for young children to learn cycle on? Roads are too 

busy these days for children who aren't yet confident and we've had to take our children to Ellingham.  Speed controls and noise abatement (from 

McDonalds) would be welcomed.

Comments Number 3

Above all of the suggestions put by your goodselves.  I would like to think that the majority of the money (or a good %) would be spent on road and 

speed awareness signs if we have more traffic we need to slow the traffic down

We have I understand a few bob to spend.  I would prioritise SPEED AWARENESS signs + the normal 30 mph signs

The bad corner on The Street vehicles don't want to reverse when they've driven around with the cars on the corner and its not there right of way.  

Fed up of bumping up and down the kerb.  Had a car drive around us on the wrongise of the road up over the kerb as we wouldn't reverse back when 

it was our right of way.  Is it going to take a head on collision (deadly) for something to happen.  We need proper cameras asap

not what the money is spent on, but ideas like Geldeston have with the scarecrow trail would bring extra money to the village

replace the present glass bus shelter with a clear perspex one, that the people who are smashing it, can't do so again

The demographic of this village is heavily in rhe age 60+ (29%).  Whilst I feel that some things must be provided for the younger people.  I feel some 

money should be spent on the concerns of older people such as speeding, antisocial behaviour, vandalism - need CCTV, speed/noise cameras

something to make playground area more inviting for families e.g. improve look of approach, make more of the mounds, adult and mini-versions of 

playground gryn equipment such as cross trainers, air walkers etc

It depends on the ages and number of children in the village who would use any equipment.  More needed for the benefit of the village residents are 

CCTV cameras for the social damage and speed cameras for drivers in the village.  The Parish Council were warned about damage to the bus 

shelter and its been a costly exercise.


